
Flare Path. By Terence Rattigan. Book Actions. ‘A three-handkerchief weepie that somehow manages to be both profoundly moving and wonderfully funny’ Telegraph. ‘Devastating and uplifting’ Evening Standard. ‘Tender, funny and overwhelmingly moving’ The Arts Desk. The Royal Hospital will be playing host to its inaugural history festival with dozens of events including talks by distinguished historians and a WWII veteran Running between 9-13 October 2019, the first Chelsea History Festival will be taking plac. The Royal Hospital will be playing host to its inaugural history festival with dozens of events including talks by distinguished historians and a WWII veteran Running between 9-13 October 2019, the first Chelsea History Festival will be taking plac. Flare Path Terence Rattigan. Directed by Justin Audibert The Original Theatre Company Salisbury Playhouse Thursday 8th October 2015. 14.15. The play is about wives waiting for air crew in a hotel next to the aerodrome in Lincolnshire. It centres on an eternal triangle, when Peter Kyle, a British Hollywood film star, turns up seeking his old flame, actress Patricia Warren. Patricia is an actress who used to lie about living in sin (the script says this) with Peter Kyle in America. A couple of hours with the book Bomber Boys is more illuminating (and entertaining) than two hours with Rattigan. A glance around the matinee audience. I’m a post-war baby boomer, and we had enough tales of the RAF for me to know a Wellington bomber had two engines and a Stirling bomber had four. Flare Path is a play by Terence Rattigan, written in 1941 and first staged in 1942. Set in a hotel near an RAF Bomber Command airbase during the Second World War, the story involves a love triangle between a pilot, his actress wife and a famous film star. The play is based in part on Rattigan's own wartime experiences. At the Falcon Hotel on the Lincolnshire coast, men from a nearby RAF airbase are planning to spend the weekend with their wives. Patricia Graham, an actress from London, has something Flare Path (Original, Play, Broadway) opened in New York City Dec 23, 1942 and played through Jan 2, 1943. A drama in three acts. People. Production Staff. Opening Night Cast. Produced by Gilbert Miller. Written by Terence Rattigan. Directed by Margaret Webster.